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Abstract. We study a model for shape instabilities of heteroepitaxial crystalline films. Lattice
misfits between the substrate and the film induce elastic stresses in the film, which adjusts the shape
of its free surface to reduce its total energy, sum of an elastic and a surface energy. We give a precise
framework that guarantees the existence of solutions to this variational problem. We show that
equilibrium states can be approximated using a two-phase model for representing the surface energy.
Numerical results, obtained via this approximation, are presented.
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1. Introduction. This paper is a contribution to the mathematical formulation
of morphological instabilities of interfaces induced by stress rearrangement. Stress
driven rearrangement instabilities (SDRI) are observed in many branches of material
sciences, such as fracture, crystal growth, or corrosion. They occur, for instance,
in the epitaxial growth of thin layers of highly strained hetero systems such as In-
GaAs/GaAs or SiGe/Si for applications to electronic device structures. Because of
these instabilities, controlling the growth of such systems is a significant challenge for
the applied physics community. (See, for instance, the special issue of the Materials
Research Society Bulletin on this topic [25].) There is also a big economic incentive,
as SiGe systems, for instance, would provide low-cost high-performance technology.

When an epitaxial film is grown on a (flat) substrate, if kinetic e!ects are ne-
glected, the free surface of the film is flat until a critical value of the thickness is
reached, after which the free surface becomes corrugated. Atomic-force microscopy
images show ripples, or pits and islands of pyramidal shapes, depending on the type
of alloy.

The basic mechanism that explains this behavior is the following. The lattice
misfits between the substrate and the film induce strains in the film. To release some
of the elastic energy due to these strains, the atoms on the free surface of the film have
the ability to move, and the resulting morphology is energetically more economical.

The explanation put forward is that competition takes place between two forms
of energy, the surface energy and the bulk elastic energy. The former is roughly
proportional to the area of the free surface, thus favoring flat configurations. A simple
asymptotic computation [18] shows that a flat free surface is unstable with respect to
minimizing the bulk elastic energy of a linear elastic solid.

The literature on the shape of epitaxial islands due to misfit strains is considerable.
(See the pioneering works [4, 17] and [14] for a review.) In most of this work, the
surface flux of atoms is proportional to the gradient of a di!usion potential [27],
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the form of which is derived from the thermodynamics of stressed solids [22]. This
potential is a sum of a (local) surface strain energy density and a term of surface
energy, which is equal to a constant times the curvature of the free surface in the
reference state. The film/substrate interaction is modeled by an induced misfit strain
in the film. The free surface is described by a function h(x, y, t), and one ends up
with a nonlinear evolution equation which involves 4th order derivatives of h. In
the steady-state case, integrating this equation shows that the potential should be
constant along the interface.

Linear stability around a uniform profile has been addressed for the steady-state
and time-dependent problems in various configurations: when the film is modeled as
a semi-infinite region [38, 32, 7], and when the interaction between film and substrate
(rigid or nonrigid) is taken into account [34, 35]. The stabilizing influence of kinetic
(deposition) e!ects has also been studied with this model [34, 35]. A similar model
has been investigated in the context of alloy thin films [19, 37, 36].

We are interested in a variational formulation of the problem of finding the equi-
librium film shapes. A model problem has been studied in [5] in order to understand
how the stability of the uniform (flat) free surface depends on the mean thickness.
In this one-dimensional (1-d) formulation, the film occupies a strip " = {0 < x <
1, 0 < y < h(x)}, and stable equilibria are defined as global minimizers of an energy
functional that depends on the thickness h and on the displacement u(x) (in the x
direction) in the strip. The problem takes the form

infu#V,h#HE(u, h) = infu#V,h#H K

! 1

0
h(x)[u$(x)]2dx +

! 1

0

"
1 + [h$(x)]2dx.(1.1)

The first term in the energy expression models an elastic bulk energy induced by u(x),
while the second represents the length of the curve h. The parameter K is related
to the scalings of the physical constants (length of the specimen, mean thickness,
elasticity constants). The larger K becomes, the larger is the mean thickness. (All
inertial e!ects have been neglected and the model is quasi-static.)

One of the issues that stems from [5] is the choice of spaces of admissible displace-
ments and thicknesses. In that work, which was carried out in order to understand
computational results obtained for the above energy [12], H was chosen to be the
space of piecewise C% positive functions, which satisfied the volume constraint

! 1

0
h(x)dx = 1,(1.2)

reflecting conservation of mass during the rearrangement process. The space V was
simply chosen to be x + H1(S1). (S1 denotes the torus R/(0, 1).) It turns out that
these spaces are adequate neither for the analysis of the problem nor for computing
purposes. In particular, if K is large, the equilibrium configuration has a vertical crack
that runs from the free surface to the bottom of the film. The computations did not
show anything close to such a configuration and proved (ironically) highly unstable. A
sound mathematical formulation of the minimization of the energy functional should
involve spaces of functions which can hence be somewhat rough; the di#culty lies in
then defining the corresponding energy.

These questions are at the heart of the present paper, where we study a physically
more meaningful formulation: We consider the film as a full two-dimensional (2-d)
elastic solid. Its displacement is thus a vector-valued function u(x, y). The main
change concerns the modeling of the contact between the substrate and the film.
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In the 1-d model, strain was created by imposing boundary conditions on u at the
endpoints. Here, the contact a!ects the film in a more realistic way: A Dirichlet
boundary condition is imposed at the interface between film and substrate, which
models the case of a film growing on an infinitely rigid substrate. The enforcement
of this boundary condition is what causes the film to be strained, i.e., what generates
elastic energy.

Additionally, we make the following assumptions. First, we assume that the
admissible free surfaces are graphs of lower semicontinuous functions. This space is
endowed with a natural topology, for which sequences of free surfaces with uniformly
bounded length are compact. Second, the configuration is supposed to be 1-periodic
in the x-direction, and the displacements are taken to be periodic up to a linear
displacement (the displacement in the substrate). Third, we assume as in [5] that the
film is made of a linear elastic material with homogeneous Hooke’s law A. Finally,
we assume that the substrate is infinitely large with respect to the film and occupies
the region S1! ("#, 0]. The contact between the substrate and the film costs surface
energy, and the corresponding surface tension is denoted by !s.

This work is devoted to giving a “sound mathematical formulation” for finding
the equilibrium configuration. We define an energy E(", u) for graphs " of l.s.c.
functions and for displacements u. We show that a minimizer exists and that it can
be approximated by “smooth” thicknesses, namely, by thicknesses which are Lips-
chitz. It was observed in [5] that when piecewise smooth thicknesses converge to a
configuration with a vertical crack, the length of the crack has to be counted twice in
the limiting energy. Our present formulation conveys the same feature. Furthermore,
if the variational problem (2.4) has a smooth solution (u,"), a simple argument of
variation of domain yields that

"# + KAe(u) : e(u) = constant

on the interface, where # is the curvature and " depends on the surface tension. In
this sense, our model contains that described by [32, 35, 33] (at equilibrium).

We also propose an approximation scheme for computing minimizers. It is based
on a di!usive two-phase model, one phase representing the film while the other repre-
sents the void above the free surface. A Cahn–Hilliard energy [1, 6, 23] approximates
the length of the free surface. The total energy E! depends on the displacement u
and on a marker function v that takes the values v $ 1 in the film and v $ 0 in
the void. The scale of the Cahn–Hilliard approximation $ controls the width of the
transition zone between the two phases. We show that, as $% 0, a minimizing graph
for E can be recovered as the set of points where the sequence of approximate mark-
ers v! % 1. We give some numerical examples, based on the minimization of E!.
This method is inspired by the approximation techniques introduced by [3] for a free
discontinuity problem in the context of image processing, using $-convergence [1, 9].
The computations of elastically stressed binary alloys of Leo, Lowengrub, and Jou
[21] use a related approach. (See also [20] for a solid-liquid interface.) In these works,
both phases are nondegenerate, whereas here, one of the phases is void. Muller and
Grant [26] introduce a similar Ginzburg–Landau approach to study numerically, in two
and three dimensions, the Grinfeld instability of the free interface of a nonhydrostati-
cally stressed solid. For a concise and comprehensive review about the $-convergence
and the $-limit of the Cahn–Hilliard free energy, we refer to [1].

Several papers have also been devoted to the case of thin films, when strain re-
laxation induces the film to form isolated islands separated by a thin “wetting” layer.
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In [30, 33], the wetting layer is assumed to be of negligible thickness and is mod-
eled as e!ective boundary conditions for the solutions to the free surface equation.
Equilibrium island shapes are determined by asymptotic expansion about a flat con-
figuration. In another approach [8], the wetting layer is modeled by a boundary layer
in which the surface energy depends on the film thickness.

In the model studied in this paper, the appearance of wetting layers is conditioned
by the relative strength of the film and substrate surface tensions (see Figure 4). In
particular, the form of our approximating energies is consistent with the boundary
layer transitions studied by Spencer [31]: The smearing parameter used in this work
plays the same role as our approximating parameter $. (See, for instance, (2.8) and
(2.12) in [31].) It would be interesting to investigate whether our approach gives the
same qualitative results as those of [31], regarding the contact angle between wetting
layer and island.

We do not consider in this paper the anisotropic or so-called crystalline case, in
which the surface energy also depends on the orientation of the surface of the crystal.
However, this can easily be done by introducing a convex 1-homogeneous function
%(&) of the normal vector to the interface, as a weight in the lengths in section 2.1
(e.g., replacing H1('") with

#
"! %(&(x)) dH1(x), where &(x) is the normal vector to

'" at x). In the same way, the approximation result of section 3 holds if we replace
|&v(x, y)|2 with %(&v(x, y))2 in (3.2). However, performing numerical computations
is a much harder task in the crystalline case, since the physics require % to be singular
(only Lipschitz-continuous).

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the energy functional E is defined
in detail and the lower semicontinuity of the surface energy is stated (Lemma 2.1).
Existence of a minimizer is then proved (Theorem 2.2). In section 3, we introduce the
approximating energies E! and give the main theorem of this paper, Theorem 3.1,
which states $-convergence of the energies E! towards E. Numerical examples using
the approximating energies E! are given in section 4. The proofs of Lemma 2.1 and
Theorem 3.1 comprise sections 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, the appendix groups a
few results about functions with bounded variation that are used in the text.

We do not address the issue of stability with respect to the mean thickness. These
aspects will be treated subsequently.

2. Statement of the problem and existence of a minimizer. In the whole
paper, Q denotes the 2-d space S1!R (S1 = R/Z), Q+ = S1! (0,+#), and for any
a > 0, Qa = S1! (0, a). The canonical projection from R2 onto Q will be denoted by
(; however, in some nonambiguous situations it will not be explicitly mentioned.

We will denote by G the set of all open subsets " of Q that are the subgraphs of
a nonnegative l.s.c. function h : S1%[0,+#):

" ' G () *h : S1%[0,+#) l.s.c., " = {(x, y) ' Q : y < h(x)}.

Note that if " ' G, '" + Q+ = Q+ , (S1 ! {0}). Stating that " ' G is equivalent to
saying that Q& = Q \ Q+ - " and that for any (x, y) ' ", {x} ! ("#, y] + ". We
also denote by GL + G the subgraphs of nonnegative Lipschitz functions.

If ("n)n'1 is a sequence of open sets, we say that it converges to " as n goes to
infinity if it converges to " in the Hausdor!-complement topology, i.e., if "c = Q \ "
is the Hausdor! limit of the complements "c

n. We observe that G is closed in the
set of all open subsets of Q; indeed, if "n are the subgraphs of functions hn, and "n
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converge to " as n goes to infinity, then " is the subgraph of the function

h(x) = inf
xn(x

lim inf
n(%

hn(xn).

In fact, we have G = GL.

2.1. The surface energy. Given !c, !s > 0, we define the surface energy of a
regular domain " ' GL as

L0(") = !cH1('" .Q+) + !sH1('" \Q+).

(Notice that '"\Q+ = '".(S1!{0}).) The idea is that the part '".Q+ represents
the free surface of the crystal, whose surface tension is !c, whereas '" \ Q+ is the
surface of the substratum that is not recovered by the crystal and whose surface
tension is !s.

We extend L0 to G by setting L0(") = +# if " ' G \ GL, and define the relaxed
surface energy L : G%[0,+#] as the l.s.c. envelope of L0. We have the following
lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let " ' G and let h, h be l.s.c. functions such that

" = {(x, y) ' Q : y < h(x)} and
!

" = {(x, y) ' Q : y < h(x)}.(2.1)

Then

L(") = !c

$
H1('" .Q+) + 2

%

x#S1

&
h(x)" h(x)

'
(

+ (!c / !s)H1('" \Q+).(2.2)

The proof of Lemma 2.1 is given in section 5. One consequence of this lemma, in
particular, is the fact that if !s > !c, then it is better to recover all of the substratum
with an infinitesimal layer of crystal atoms and pay the lower surface tension !c than
to leave free any part of the surface of the substratum.

2.2. The global energy functional. We now introduce the energy

E(", u) = K

!

!)Q+

Ae(u)(x, y):e(u)(x, y) dxdy + L("),(2.3)

defined for any " ' G and u ' X("), where X(") denotes the set of functions
u ' L2

loc((
&1(");R2), u(x, y) 0 x for y 1 0, with u(x, y) " (x, 0) 1-periodic in x,

and such that the linear deformation tensor (the symmetrized gradient) e(u) is in
L2(" . Q+;R4). The matrix A = (ai j k l) is a positive-definite symmetric tensor
of order 4 (such that ai j k l = aj i k l = ak l i j for any i, j, k, l ' {1, 2}). The scalar
parameter K is related to the scalings of the physical constants and it balances the
influence of each term in the energy. In the rest of the paper (except in section 4,
where we illustrate the dependence on K) we set K = 1 for simplicity, without loss
of generality.

2.3. The problem. We consider the following minimization problem:

min
!#G,u#X(!)

E(", u) subject to |" .Q+| = 1.(2.4)

The volume constraint reflects conservation of mass: The model assumes that the re-
laxation of the film is much faster than the rate of deposition. We prove the following.
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Theorem 2.2. Problem (2.4) has a solution.
Proof. Consider ("n, un) a minimizing sequence for (2.4). Since |"n.Q+|+L("n)

is bounded, "n .Q+ is uniformly bounded. Up to a subsequence (not relabeled) we
may thus assume that it converges to a domain " ' G with |" .Q+| = 1 and, since
L is l.s.c.,

L(") 1 lim inf
n(%

L("n).(2.5)

The function e(un), that we extend to zero outside of "n, is uniformly bounded
in L2(Q+;R4). We thus may assume that it converges weakly to some function
E ' L2(Q+;R4). In particular, we have

!

!)Q+

AE(x, y): E(x, y) dxdy 1 lim inf
n(%

!

!n)Q+

Ae(un)(x, y): e(un)(x, y) dxdy.(2.6)

Remark. It can be shown that E = 0 a.e. in Q \". Indeed, if K is the Hausdor!
limit of some converging subsequence of ('"n)n'1, one can prove that H1(K) <
+#—thus |K| = 0—and that " , K is the Hausdor! limit of "n, or equivalently,
that the domains Q \"n converge to Q \ (" ,K). (See section 5.1 for details.) Thus
E = 0 in Q \ (" ,K) and, since |K| = 0, a.e. in Q \ ".

Let A + " be a Lipschitz subgraph with A.Q+ ++ ". (For simplicity we assume
A 2 Q&, although it is not essential.) For n large enough, A + "n and un is defined
on (&1(A). By Korn’s inequality, since un(x, y) " (x, 0) 0 0 for y 1 0 and since 'A
is Lipschitz, there exist c = c(A) and c$ = c$(A,A) such that

!

A)Q+

|un(x, y)|2 dxdy 1 c

!

A)Q+

e(un)(x, y): e(un)(x, y) dxdy 1 c$E("n, un).

Thus un is uniformly bounded on A.Q+, and thus some subsequence of (un) weakly
converges (in fact, strongly) in L2(A;R2) to some function u. Since clearly for y 1 0,
u(x, y) " (x, 0) 0 0, and since e(u) = E , the limit point u is unique, and the whole
sequence (un) converges to u.

Since it holds for any Lipschitz subgraph A . Q+ ++ ", this shows that there
exists u ' L2

loc((
&1(");R2), 1-periodic in x, with u(x, y) " (x, 0) 0 0 for y 1 0, and

such that E = e(u) in the distributional sense in ". With (2.5) and (2.6), we conclude
that u ' X(") and that (", u) is a solution of problem (2.4).

3. An approximation scheme for problem (2.4). Given a (small) scale pa-
rameter $ > 0, we now introduce the following approximation of the energy E. We
first choose )! > 0 such that )! = o($) as $ goes to zero. Then we let

E!(v, u) =

!

Q+

(v(x, y) + )!)Ae(u)(x, y): e(u)(x, y) dxdy + L!(v),(3.1)

where

L!(v) = 2!c

)
4$

(2

!

Q+

|&v(x, y)|2 dxdy +
1

$

!

Q+

v(x, y)(1" v(x, y)) dxdy

*
,(3.2)

for v ' H1(Q+) satisfying 0 1 v(x, y) 1 1, 'yv(x, y) 1 0 a.e. in Q+, and v 3 vs on
S1 ! {0}, and for u ' H1

loc(R !R+;R2) such that u(x, y) " (x, 0) is 1-periodic in x
and vanishes on R! {0}. The constant vs ' (0, 1] is given by

! vs

0

"
t(1" t) dt =

!c / !s
!c

! 1

0

"
t(1" t) dt =

)
!c / !s
!c

*
(

8
.(3.3)
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On the other hand, if v, u do not satisfy these properties, we set E!(v, u) = +#.
One can think of the Cahn–Hilliard energy L! introduced here as a mere math-

ematical artifact to approximate the perimeter of (rough) sets in the sense of $-
convergence [23]. Minimizing the corresponding approximating energy E! is a much
more regular problem. On physical grounds, though, E! may be interpreted as the
energy of a di!use interface model, where a smooth transition between two media is
permitted over a length-scale $. In this particular setting we show the following result,
which strictly speaking is not a result of $-convergence but has the same practical
consequences for the computation of minimizers of E.

Theorem 3.1. Let ($n)n'1 be an arbitrary sequence of positive numbers with
$n 4 0 as n%#.

(i) Let (vn, un) be functions such that

sup
n'1

E!(vn, un) < +#(3.4)

and supn'1

#
Q+ vn(*) d* < +#. Then there exist " ' G, u ' X("), and a

subsequence of (vn, un)n'1, still denoted by (vn, un), such that vn%+
! a.e.

in Q+, un%u in L2
loc((

&1(");R2) as n goes to infinity, and

E(", u) 1 lim inf
n(%

E!n(vn, un).(3.5)

(ii) Let " ' G, u ' X("). Then there exists a sequence (vn, un)n'1 such that
vn%+

! a.e. in Q+, un%u in L2
loc(" .Q+;R2) as n goes to infinity, and

lim sup
n(%

E!n(vn, un) 1 E(", u).(3.6)

Moreover, we can assume that for all n,
#
Q+ vn(x, y) dxdy = |" .Q+|.

In particular, this theorem shows that if v!, u! are minimizers of E!, subject
to the constraint

#
Q+ v!(x, y) dxdy = 1, then to each limit point u of (u!)!>0 there

corresponds a set " with |".Q+| = 1 such that (", u) is a solution of problem (2.4).

4. Numerical examples. The purpose of this section is purely illustrative: We
present a few shapes obtained by minimizing approximate energies

E!(v, u) = K

!

Q+

(v(x, y) + )!)Ae(u)(x, y):e(u)(x, y) dxdy + L!(v)(4.1)

with L! given by (3.2). Expression (4.1) di!ers from (3.1) only by the presence of the
parameter K in front of the elastic energy. It is related to the scaling from the physical
dimensions to the model problem [5], and roughly measures the mean thickness of the
specimen. One expects that when K is small, the term of surface energy is dominant,
and therefore films with a flat free surface should minimize the energy. When K
becomes large, minimizers should show a corrugated free surface.

This energy is minimized under the constraints
+
,,-

,,.

u(x, 0) = (x, 0), v(x, 0) 3 vs,
u" (x, 0) and v are 1-periodic in x,

0 1 v 1 1, 'yv 1 0, and

!

Q1

v = V.
(4.2)

For a fixed value of $, we propose an iterative algorithm, based on a finite di!erence
discretization, to minimize the energy (4.1). The computations are performed on a
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fixed rectangle Q1 = S1 ! (0, 1), but the results are displayed on two periods. The
domain Q1 is discretized by a Cartesian mesh: a 200! 200 mesh in the computations
presented here.

At the nth step of the algorithm, the values of un+1 are computed in a standard
manner, as approximations of the solutions to the Euler equation

div((vn + )!)Ae(un+1)) = 0,

with the boundary conditions and the periodicity given above.
For the density, our approach is inspired by algorithms for motion by mean cur-

vature described in [28, 29], where in L! a nonregular potential of the same form is
used. Minimizers of E!(., un+1) are computed as if they were stationary states of the
parabolic problem

+
-

.
'tv = 2!c

)
8$

(2
%v " 1/$(1" 2v)

*
"Ae(un+1) : e(un+1)" ,,

0 1 v 1 1, 'yv 1 0,
(4.3)

with the initial condition v(0)
n+1 = vn, and where , is a Lagrange multiplier for the

volume constraint
#
Q1 v = V . More precisely, we compute functions v(k+1)

n+1 1-periodic

in x and such that v(k+1)
n+1 (x, 0) 3 vs, approximate solutions to the following variational

problem:
+
,,,,,,,,-

,,,,,,,,.

1/-

!

Q1

(v(k+1)
n+1 " v(k)

n+1)%

+ 2!c

)
8$

(2

!

Q1

&v(k+1)
n+1 &% + 1/$

!

Q1

(1" v(k+1)
n+1 )%

*

+

!

Q1

(, + Ae(un+1) : e(un+1))% = 0,

(4.4)

where the test functions % are 1-periodic in x and satisfy %(x, 0) = 0. The constraints

0 1 v(k+1)
n+1 1 1 and 'yv

(k+1)
n+1 1 0 are then enforced at each iteration by a simple

truncation. The parameter - corresponds to an artificial time step in view of (4.3)
and is required to be smaller than $/2!c. In this manner, the variational problem
above is the Euler–Lagrange equation of a convex minimization problem, and therefore

existence of a solution v(k+1)
n+1 is guaranteed.

One of the virtues of this method is that the energy E! is decreasing in the course

of the algorithm. Indeed, since (4.4) expresses that v(k+1)
n+1 is the minimizer of the

energy E!(·, un+1) + 1/2-
#
Q1 | ·"v(k)

n+1|2, one can easily check that

E!(v
(k+1)
n+1 , un+1)" E!(v

(k)
n+1, un+1) 1 "1/2-

!

Q1

|v(k+1)
n+1 " v(k)

n+1|2.

When E!(v
(k)
n+1, un+1) has become stationary, we assign vn+1 = v(k)

n+1.
This method for computing equilibrium shapes thus depends on several parame-

ters: $, )!, -, and the mesh-size h. The transition zone should be described by at least
a few mesh-points. In fact, during the computations, we let $ vary from 20 mesh sizes
to 3. The parameter )! has been chosen equal to 0.001. The Hooke’s law of the film
is that of an isotropic elastic material, with Lamé constants , = 1 and µ = 2.
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We first illustrate the results obtained by this algorithm when considering a 1-d
approximation for the elastic displacement, like in (1.1). The approximate energy
functionals then reduce to

E!(v, u) = K

!

Q1

(v(x, y) + )!)|'xu1|2 + L!(v),

where u1(x) denotes the average in y of the x-component of the displacement. In
this context, it was shown in [5] that for K large the optimal configuration of the
free surface consisted of half circles separated by cracks. Figure 1 shows that the
algorithm does capture the optimal configuration.

Fig. 1. Equilibrium shape for the 1-d model.

The rest of the figures are pertinent to the energy (4.1). The value of the density
on the bottom of the film has been chosen to be v 3 vs = 0.99 unless stated otherwise,
and the volume of the film is constrained to be V = 0.2. In those computations the
initial shape has the form v0(y) + a sin(2(nx)f(y). The function v0 is the optimal
profile associated with minimizing, under the volume constraint, only the energy L!;
see (6.12). If the prescribed volume of the film is V , v0 has the expression

v0(y) =

+
-

.

1 if y 1 V " $,
1
2 (1" sin #(y&V )

2! ) if V " $ 1 y 1 V + $,
0 if y 3 V + $.

The remaining term in the expression of the initial shape is a perturbation, consisting
of a sinusoidal function in x, times a function f of y whose main attribute is to
be concentrated in the transition zone of v0. The choice of the x-dependence of the
perturbation stems from a linearized stability analysis around the shape v0, which can
be shown to be a global minimizer for the energy E!, when K is small, corresponding
to the flat free surface " = S1 ! (0, V ), a solution to (2.4). These aspects will be
discussed elsewhere, however.

Figure 2 shows the initial and final shapes for a computation with K = 0.5.
The initial shape is v0(y) plus a perturbation of amplitude a = 0.4 and frequency
n = 2. The resulting free surface is flat, which is consistent with the small value of
K. Figure 3 shows the variations of the total energy, and of its elastic and surface
energy components, during this computation

Figure 4 shows the initial shape (with amplitude a = 0.7 and frequency n = 1),
and the final shapes resulting from the algorithm when K = 6 and for three di!erent
values of vs (0.99, 0.6, and 0.4). In contrast with the 1-d model, no sharp cracks are
observed; rather, wide zones with a nearly barren substrate are formed, while the film
forms bumps in the shape of milestones (as expected with a low volume constraint).
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Fig. 2. Initial and final shapes, K = 0.05.

iterations
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Fig. 3. Energies, K = 0.5, initial shape v0(y) + 0.05 sin(2!x)f(y).

Fig. 4. Initial and final shapes, K = 6.

The width of the base of these milestones depends on the value of vs; this reflects the
fact that vs is itself a function of the ratio !c/!s, and determines the cost of leaving
the substrate barren. The thin layers of film are exactly the wetting layers described
in [8, 33, 31]. Figure 5 shows the history of energies, when vs = 0.99. Finally, we
present some results that demonstrate the unstable behavior of the system for large
values of K. Figure 6 shows various images of the configurations obtained during a
computation with K = 20, initiated with the profile v0(y), which is a local minimum.
After a large number of iterations during which nothing seems to happen to the “flat
surface,” instabilities are triggered by round-o! errors. One observes corrugations
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iterations 
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Fig. 5. Energies, K = 6, vs = 0.99.

Fig. 6. Shapes at iterations 1936, 1940, 1944, 1948, 2000, 2100; K = 20, initial shape v0(y).

that finally merge together to form a unique bigger milestone. These pictures represent
the evolution of a free surface driven by the evolution equation (4.3). This model is
a priori di!erent from the model of motion by surface di!usion usually considered in
the physical literature [14, 35, 32]. However, (4.3) governs the evolution of the tracer
v but not that of the thickness of the film. Figure 7 shows the corresponding energies.

5. Proof of Lemma 2.1. In order to prove Lemma 2.1, we need to show that
(i) given any "n converging to " in G,

L(") 1 lim inf
n(%

L0("n),(5.1)

and that
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Fig. 7. Energies, K = 20, initial shape y(x) = 1.

(ii) for any " ' G, there exists a sequence "n converging to " such that

lim sup
n(%

L0("n) 1 L("),(5.2)

where L is defined by (2.2).

5.1. Proof of (i). To show (i), we consider "n converging to " in G. Without
loss of generality we can assume that a = supn L

0("n) + |"n . Q+| < +# (since if
lim infn(% L0("n) = +#, then there is nothing to prove, and if |"n .Q+|%# and
L0("n) is bounded, "n converges to Q 5' G). In particular, the "n are subgraphs of
Lipschitz functions hn : S1%[0, a).

Clearly, '"n + Qa, and thus we may assume (by extracting a subsequence, still
denoted by ("n)) that the boundaries '"n converge in the Hausdor! metric to some
compact set K. Notice that we easily deduce that "n converge to " , K in the
Hausdor! sense; indeed, if * ' " ,K, either * ' " and therefore * ' "n for large n,
or * ' K and there exists *n ' '"n + "n such that * = limn(% *n. Conversely, if
*n ' "n for all n and converge to some * as n goes to infinity, if * 5' ", then there
exists *$n ' Q\"n with * = limn(% *$n (since Q\"n converge to Q\" in the Hausdor!
sense) and there exists *$$n ' [*n, *$n) . '"n. Since *$$n%*, we deduce that * ' K. In a
similar way we can show that '" + K.

Then, invoking Go&lab’s theorem (see [16, 24, 11]) and '"n being a sequence of
uniformly bounded 1-d compact connected sets, we get that

H1('") 1 H1(K) 1 lim inf
n(%

H1('"n) < +#.(5.3)

Moreover, the proofs of Go&lab’s theorem based on measure density arguments
(see [24]) also show that the measures µn = H1 '"n, up to a subsequence (not
relabeled), converge weakly-6 to a measure µ supported by K such that

H1 K 1 µ.(5.4)

We define the l.s.c. functions h, h : S%[0, a] as h(x) = min{y : (x, y) 5' "} (resp.,

h(x) = min{y : (x, y) 5'
!

"}) so that (2.1) holds. Since " -
!

", h 1 h.
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We first observe that '" is the disjoint union of '" and (
/

x#S1{x}! [h(x), h(x)).

Together with (5.3), this implies that h(x) = h(x) except for at most countably many

x ' S1. As a matter of fact, '" = " \
!

" - " \ " = '". Then '" \ '" =
!

" \ ", so
that by the definitions of h and h,

'" \ '" =
0
(x, y) ' Q : h(x) 1 y < h(x)

1
=

2

x#S1

{x}!
3
h(x), h(x)

'
,

which proves the claim.
We now define the measures &n = !cH1 '"n.Q+ +!sH1 '"n \Q+. It is not

restrictive to assume that &n converges weakly-6 to a positive measure & as n goes to
infinity, and we clearly have

(!s / !c)µ 1 & 1 (!s 7 !c)µ.(5.5)

Moreover, since Q+ is open and &n Q+ = !cµn Q+ for all n, we also have

& Q+ = !cµ Q+.(5.6)

To deduce (5.1), it remains to show that the 1-d density of & on the set '"\'" =/
x#S1{x}! [h(x), h(x)) is at least 2!c. Indeed, since

lim inf
n(%

L0("n) = lim inf
n(%

&n(Q) 3 &(Q) = &(K)

3 &('") = &('" .Q+) + &('" \Q+) + &
&
'" \ '"

'
,

it will imply together with (5.4), (5.5), and (5.6) that

lim inf
n(%

L0("n)

3 !cH1('" .Q+) + (!c / !s)H1('" \Q+) + 2!cH1
&
'" \ '"

'
= L(").

It remains therefore to show (see [10]) that for H1–almost any * = (x, y) ' '"\'",

lim sup
$*0

&(B(*, .))

2.
3 2!c.(5.7)

Choose such a *, with h(x) < y, and choose . > 0 small enough, so that h(x) < y".,

y + . < h(x), and B(*, 2.) +
!

". (We exclude the case h(x) = y since the set
{(x, h(x)) : h(x) < h(x)} is at most countable and thus H1-negligible.)

For some - > 0 small enough, (x, y"."-) 5' ", so that there exists (xn, yn) 5' "n

such that (xn, yn)%(x, y"." -) as n goes to infinity. If n is large enough, yn < y".
and hn(xn) < y " ., where hn is the Lipschitz function whose subgraph is "n.

Fix $ > 0 small ($8 .) and choose x$, x$$ with x"$ <x $ < x < x$$ < x+$. Choose
also y$, y$$ such that (x$, y$), (x$$, y$$) ' B(*, 2.) \ B(*, .) and y$ > y + ., y$$ > y + ..
Since the "n converge in the Hausdor! sense to ",K 9 ", and since (x$, y$), (x$$, y$$) '
", there are sequences (x$

n, y
$
n) and (x$$

n, y
$$
n) converging, respectively, to (x$, y$) and

(x$$, y$$) such that (x$
n, y

$
n), (x$$

n, y
$$
n) ' "n for all n.

If n is large enough, x" $ <x $
n < xn < x$$

n < x+ $, and hn(x$
n), hn(x$$

n) > y + .,
hn(xn) < y"., so that the length of the graph '"n of hn inside the ball B(*, .) must
be at least 2! 2."O($2). We deduce that for large n, &n(B(*, .)) 3 2!c 2."O($2),
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and therefore &(B(*, .)) 3 lim supn(% &n(B(*, .)) 3 2!c 2."O($2). Sending $ to 0,
we get that for any (small) . > 0

&(B(*, .))

2.
3 2!c,

so that (5.7) clearly holds.

5.2. Proof of (ii). We now must build, given " ' G, a sequence "n converging
to " satisfying (5.2). It is of course not restrictive to assume that L(") < +#.

We consider the l.s.c. functions h and h as in (2.1). Since L(") < +#, h and
h are bounded and h(x) = h(x) except for at most a countable number of points
x ' S1. Moreover, h and h are functions of bounded variation, in the classical sense.
(See the appendix, and in particular, section A.2.2 and inequality (A.3).) They thus
have a right and left limit at each point. Now, since h = h a.e., we deduce that for any
x ' S1, h(x"0) = h(x"0) and h(x+0) = h(x+0) (where h(x±0) = lim!*0+ h(x±$)).

Now, h being considered as a 1-periodic function defined on the whole real line
(meaning that we still denote by h what should theoretically be h : (), for all n 3 1
let hn be the n-Lipschitz 1-periodic and nonnegative function defined by

hn(x) = inf
x"#R

h(x$) + n|x" x$|,(5.8)

and define "n ' G as the subgraph of hn. Notice that since h is l.s.c., the infimum
in (5.8) is reached. Since hn 1 h, "n - ". It is also well known that for all x,
hn(x) ; h(x) as n%#. Let us show that " is the limit of the sequence ("n)n'1. Let
A be the limit of some converging subsequence ("nk)k'1. Since "n is increasing, it
is not di#cult to show that A is the limit of the whole sequence ("n)n'1. Clearly
A - ", and we want to show the reverse inequality. Let * = (x, y) 5' A. There exist
*n = (xn, yn) 5' "n such that *n%* as n%#. Since the infimum is reached in (5.8),
there exist x$

n such that

yn 3 hn(xn) = h(x$
n) + n|xn " x$

n|

for every n. In particular, since (yn)n'1 is bounded, x$
n%x as n goes to infinity. Since

h is l.s.c., we deduce that

h(x) 1 lim inf
n(%

h(x$
n) 1 lim inf

n(%
yn = y,

so that * 5' "; therefore " - A, and we have proved that " is the limit of "n.
Now we will show that (5.2) holds for the sequence "n. We have '"n = '"n =

{(x, hn(x)) : x ' S1}.
We split '"n into two parts, '"n.'" and '"n \'". First notice that '".'"n

is essentially equal to '" . '"n. Indeed, let (x, y) ' '"n . ('" \ '"). We have
y = hn(x) 1 h(x) and h(x) 1 y < h(x), thus y = h(x) and h(x) < h(x), but we know
that this happens for at most a countable number of points x. Thus, '"n. ('"\'")
is at most countable.

Now, suppose that hn(x) = 0; then there exists x$ ' R such that h(x$)+n|x"x$| =
0. Since h is nonnegative, it implies that x$ = x and h(x) = 0. On the other hand, if
h(x) = 0, since 0 1 hn 1 h, hn(x) = 0. We deduce that '"n \Q+ = '" \Q+ for any
n 3 1; moreover, this set is essentially equal to '" \Q+.
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We thus deduce that, for every n,

L0("n) = !sH1('"n \Q+) + !cH1('"n .Q+)

= !sH1('" \Q+) + !cH1('" . '"n .Q+) + !cH1('"n \ '").(5.9)

We now need to estimate H1('"n \'"). Notice that clearly, '"n \'" = {(x, hn(x)) :
hn(x) < h(x)}. Since '"n \ '" is open, it can be written as a disjoint union of open
connected arcs:

'"n \ '" =
2

k#K

{(x, hn(x)) : x ' Ik},

where the set K is finite or countable, and for each k, Ik = (ak, bk) + S1 is an open
interval.

Fix k ' K and consider such an Ik. We claim that for all x ' Ik

hn(x) = min{h(ak) + n|x" ak|, h(bk) + n|x" bk|}.(5.10)

In order to simplify the notations, we temporarily drop the subscript k, and let
therefore I = (a, b) = Ik. We can consider (a, b) as an interval in R, with a < b. Since
hn is n-Lipschitz, hn(x)"hn(a) 1 n|x"a|, so that for any x, hn(x) 1 hn(a)+n|x"a| 1
h(a) + n|x" a|. Thus, hn(x) 1 min{h(a) + n|x" a|, h(b) + n|x" b|}.

Assume now that there exists x ' I such that the inequality is strict, and let
x$ ' R be a point where the infimum is reached in (5.8). We have h(x$) +n|x" x$| =
hn(x) < h(a) + n|x " a|, so that if x$ 1 a, h(x$) + n|a " x$| < h(a), but this is in
contradiction with the fact that hn(a) = h(a); thus x$ > a. In the same way, we show
that x$ < b, so that x$ ' I.

But if x$$ is such that hn(x$) = h(x$$) + n|x$ " x$$|, then

hn(x) 1 hn(x$$) + n|x$$ " x| (since hn is n-Lipschitz)

1 h(x$$) + n|x$$ " x$| + n|x$ " x|
= hn(x$) + n|x$ " x|
1 h(x$) + n|x$ " x| = hn(x),

so that hn(x$) = h(x$) and x$ 5' I. Therefore x cannot exist, and (5.10) holds for
every point in I = Ik.

We deduce an estimate for the contribution of the interval I = Ik to the length
of '"n \ '". We consider the two cases

(a) for all x ' I, hn(x) = h(a) + n(x" a) (or hn(x) = h(b) + n(b" x));
(b) there exists c ' I such that hn(x) = h(a) + n(x " a) for all x ' (a, c], and

hn(x) = h(b) + n(b" x) for all x ' [c, b).
In the first case, the graph of hn in I ! R is a straight line going from (a, h(a)) to
(b, h(b)), while the boundary '" . (I ! R) contains a curve connecting these two
points. This curve is made of a possible piece of straight line going from (a, h(a)) to
(a, h(a+0)), then a curve going from (a, h(a+0)) to (b, h(b"0)), essentially contained
in '".(I!R), and then another possible piece of straight line going from (b, h(b"0))
to (b, h(b)), so that

H1('"n . (Ik !R)) 1 h(ak + 0)" h(ak) + h(bk " 0)" h(bk)

+H1('" . (Ik !R)).(5.11)
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In case (b), the graph of hn in I ! R is made of two straight lines, one going
from (a, h(a)) to (c, hn(c)) and the other from (c, hn(c)) to (b, h(b)). The boundary
'" . (I ! R) contains a curve connecting (a, h(a)) to (b, h(b)) and passing through
the point (c, h(c)), and since max{h(a), h(b)} < hn(c) < h(c), (5.11) still holds.

Summing over k ' K, we deduce that

H1('"n \ '") 1 H1

4
'" .

2

k#K

(Ik !R)

5

+
%

k#K

h(ak + 0)" h(ak) + h(bk " 0)" h(bk).(5.12)

Now, it is possible to show that for any x, if, for instance, h(x + 0) 3 h(x" 0), then
(recalling that h and h are l.s.c.) h(x) = h(x" 0) and

h(x + 0) + h(x" 0)" 2h(x) = h(x + 0)" h(x) + 2h(x)" 2h(x)

= H1('" . ({x}!R)) + 2(h(x)" h(x)).(5.13)

From (5.12) and (5.13), we deduce that

H1('"n \ '") 1 H1

4
'" .

2

k#K

(Ik !R)

5
+ 2H1('" \ '").(5.14)

Now it is clear that '" .
/

k#K(Ik !R) is contained in Q+, and that, up to at most

a countable number of points, it is disjoint from '".'"n .Q+. Thus we can deduce
from (5.9) and (5.14) that

L0("n) 1 !sH1('" \Q+) + !c
&
H1('" .Q+) + 2H1('" \ '")

'
= L(");

thus (5.2) holds and (ii) is proved. This achieves the proof of Lemma 2.1.

6. Proof of Theorem 3.1.

6.1. Proof of point (i) of the theorem. Given a sequence ($n)n'1 with $n 4 0
as n goes to infinity, we first consider a sequence (vn, un)n'1 that satisfies (3.4). Then,
by standard results [23, 1] on the Cahn–Hilliard energy L!, we know that up to a
subsequence (still denoted by vn), there exists a Caccioppoli set F - Q+ such that
vn%+

F a.e. in Q+; moreover,

!cH1('!F ) 1 lim inf
n(%

L!n(vn),(6.1)

where '!F is the reduced boundary of F inside Q+ (see [10] or section A.2.3). Since
supn'1

#
Q+ vn(*) d* < +#, the set F is bounded, and since 'yvn 1 0, F , Q& is

Lebesgue—essentially equivalent to the subgraph of a (nonnegative) bounded varia-
tion function g : S1%[0,+#).

Now fix an integer k 3 2 and write for every n, using the coarea formula (see (A.4),
appendix)

"
! 1

k

1
k+1

666D+{vn>s}

666 (Q+) ds = k(k + 1)

!

{%#Q+: 1
k+1<vn(%)< 1

k }
|&vn(*)| d*

1 (k(k + 1))
3
2

!

Q+

|&vn(*)|
"
vn(*)(1" vn(*)) d*

1 (k(k + 1))
3
2
(

8!c
L!n(vn),
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which by (3.4) is uniformly bounded by some constant ck. We deduce that there exists
a level skn ' ( 1

k+1 ,
1
k ) such that |D+

{vn>skn}
|(Q+) 1 ck.

Moreover, since 'yvn 1 0, {vn > skn} is the subgraph of some function of bounded
variation. Thus, if we define hk

n : S1%[0,+#) to be the largest l.s.c. representative of

this function, the open set "k
n = {(x, y) ' Q : y < hk

n(x)} 'G is such that
!

"k
n = "k

n

and is (Lebesgue-) essentially equal in Q+ to {vn > skn}. In particular, vn > skn a.e.
in "k

n, vn 1 skn a.e. out of "k
n, and H1('"k

n . Q+) = |D+
{vn>skn}

|(Q+) 1 ck so that

H1('"k
n) 1 1 + ck.

Define the sequence (n1
p)p'1 by n1

p = p for every p. For each k = 2, 3, . . . , we

can extract (by induction) from the sequence (nk&1
p ) a sequence (nk

p) such that "k
nk
p

converges to some open set "k ' G as p goes to infinity. We build in this way a family
of sets ("k)k'2 such that, for every k, the sequence ("k

np
p
) converges to "k in G.

In what follows we will relabel this subsequence and denote again by n what
should be np

p. We let " =
/

k'2 "
k and

N =
0
* ' Q+ : vn(*) 5% +

F (*) as n%#
1

,
2

k,n

&0
vn > skn

1
\ "k

n

'
,

&0
vn 1 skn

1
. "k

n

'

and observe that |N | = 0. Notice that " has the following characterization:

Q \ " = {* ' Q : <. > 0, lim
n(%

inf essB(%,$)vn = 0}.(6.2)

Indeed, consider * 5' " and fix . > 0. For any fixed k 3 2 there exists *n 5' "k
n such

that *n%*. But since |N | = 0 and "k
n =

!

"k
n, we have that |B(*n, ./2)\"k

n\N | > 0. If
n is large enough, |*n " *| < ./2; therefore B(*, .) 9 B(*n, ./2) and inf essB(%,$)vn 1
skn < 1/k. This shows that for every k 3 2, lim supn(% inf essB(%,$)vn 1 1/k; thus
limn(% inf essB(%,$)vn = 0. We will not need it in the following, but it is also easy to
show that if * ' ", then lim supn(% inf essB(%,$)vn > 0.

We will now prove that the set " satisfies the thesis of point (i) of Theorem 3.1.
We will first show in section 6.1.1 that

L(") 1 lim inf
n(%

L!n(vn),(6.3)

and then, in section 6.1.2, that (up to a subsequence) un converges to a function u
such that!

!)Q+

Ae(u)(x, y): e(u)(x, y) dxdy

1 lim inf
n(%

!

Q+

(vn(x, y) + )!n)Ae(un)(x, y): e(un)(x, y) dxdy.(6.4)

6.1.1. Estimate of L(!). In order to show (6.3) we need more information on
the structure of '" and on the relationship of " with F .

Notice that if * ' " \N .Q+, then * ' "k for some k and therefore * ' "k
n for

large n. In particular, vn(*) > skn > 1/(k + 1) and, since it tends either to 0 or to 1,
limn(% vn(*) = 1 and * ' F . Therefore " .Q+ \N - F .

On the other hand, we claim that |F \ "| = 0.
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Indeed, we first notice that, given any k 3 2, +!k
n
%+

!k a.e. in Q+ as n%#
(up to a subsequence) and thus, for instance, in L2(Qa) for every a > 0. This is
true because, up to a subsequence, we can assume that '"k

n tends to some compact
subset K + Q+ in the Hausdor! sense; then, by Go&lab’s theorem (see [16, 11, 24]),
H1(K) 1 lim infn(% H1('"k

n) < +# (since H1('"k
n) 1 1 + ck for every n) and thus

|K| = 0. Eventually, observe that if * ' "k, then * ' "k
n for large n and +

!k
n
(*) = 1,

and that if * 5' "k,K, then we can easily show that * 5' "k
n for large n and +

!k
n
(*) = 0.

(See section 5.1 for details of a similar proof.)
Then we have vn%1 a.e. in F , and in particular, vn+F%+

F in L2(Q+). Thus,

|Qa . F \ "k| =

!

Qa

+
F (*)(1" +

!k)(*) d*

= lim
n(%

!

Qa

vn(*)+F (*)(1" +
!k

n
)(*) d*

= lim
n(%

!

Qa

vn(*)+F (*)+{vn+skn}
(*) d*

1 lim
n(%

1

k

!

Qa

+
F (*)(1" +

!k
n
)(*) d* =

1

k
|Qa . F \ "k|,

so that |Qa . F \ "k| must be zero for any a > 0. This shows that |F \ "k| = 0,
and since "k + ", it proves the claim. We conclude that " . Q+ = F up to a
Lebesgue-negligible set.

Recall that F is the subgraph of a function of bounded variation g ' BV (S1).
Let h be the greatest l.s.c. representative of g. (For instance, h can be built as the
l.s.c. envelope of any u.s.c. representative of g.) Since ".Q+ = F up to a Lebesgue-
negligible set, we easily show that

!

" = {(x, y) ' Q : y < h(x)}

and that '" .Q+ is H1-essentially equal to '!F .
For any Borel set B - Q we introduce the following localization of L!:

L!(v,B) = 2!c

)
4$

(2

!

Q+)B
|&v(x, y)|2 dxdy +

1

$

!

Q+)B
v(x, y)(1" v(x, y)) dxdy

*
.

(6.5)
For any open set A, we also have !cH1('!F . A) 1 lim infn(% L!n(vn, A). In par-
ticular, if we choose - > 0 and define A& = {* ' Q : dist(*, '" .Q+) < -}, then we
have that

!cH1('" .Q+) 1 lim inf
n(%

L!n(vn, A
&).(6.6)

Next define B& = {* ' Q \ A& : dist(*, '" \ Q+) < -}: B& . '" is a finite
union of segments in S1. We want to estimate H1(B& . '"). Write '" . B& =/N

k=1(ak, bk)! {0}. We have for any -$ 1 -

L!n(vn, B&) 3
N%

k=1

! bk

ak

$
2!c

! &"

0

4$n
(2

|'yvn(x, y)|2 +
vn(x, y)(1" vn(x, y))

$n
dy

(
dx

3
N%

k=1

! bk

ak

$
8!c
(

! &"

0

"
vn(x, y)(1" vn(x, y))|'yvn(x, y)| dy

(
dx.
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Recalling that vn(x, 0) = vs, where vs is defined by (3.3), we deduce

L!n(vn, B&) 3
N%

k=1

! bk

ak

$
8!c
(

! vs

vn(x,&")

"
t(1" t) dt

(
dx

=
N%

k=1

! bk

ak

$
!c / !s "

8!c
(

! vn(x,&")

0

"
t(1" t) dt

(
dx.

Since vn%0 a.e. in B& . Q+, for a.e. -$ ' (0, -], we must have that for a.e. x in/N
k=1(ak, bk), vn(x, -$)%0 as n%#. Therefore, choosing such a -$, we have for a.e.

x '
/N

k=1(ak, bk)

lim
n(%

! vn(x,&")

0

"
t(1" t) dt = 0,

so that

lim inf
n(%

L!n(vn, B
&) 3 (!c / !s)

N%

k=1

|bk " ak| = (!c / !s)H1('" .B&).(6.7)

Now, we want to estimate the length of '" \ '". As usual h : S1%[0,+#) will
denote the l.s.c. function such that " = {(x, y) ' Q : y < h(x)}, and it has been
shown in section 5.1 that

'" \ '" =
2

x#S1

{x}! [h(x), h(x)).

Given - > 0, choose x0 ' S1 such that h(x0)" h(x0) > - and ) > 0, small enough to

have (since [h(x0), h(x0)" -] +
!

")

C&,' = [x0 " ), x0 + )]! [h(x0), h(x0)" -] + ".

Let . > 0, . < min{-, )}/2. Since (x0, h(x0)) 5' " and " is characterized by (6.2),
limn(% inf essB((x0,h(x0)),$)vn = 0. As vn is nonincreasing in y, there exists xn '
(x0 " ., x0 + .) such that vn(xn, y)%0 as n%# for a.e. y ' (h(x0) + .,+#). On the
other hand, vn%1 a.e. in ", thus a.e. in (x0 " ), x0 " .)! (h(x0)" - " ., h(x0)" -)
and in (x0 +., x0 +))!(h(x0)"-"., h(x0)"-), and there exist x$

n ' (x0"), x0".),
x$$
n ' (x0 + ., x0 + )) such that vn(x$

n, y) and vn(x$$
n, y) converge to 1 as n%# for a.e.

y ' (0, h(x0)" - " .).
Now, we have

L!n(vn, C
&,')

3 2!c

! h(x0)&&&$

h(x0)+$

$! x""
n

x"
n

4$n
(2

|'xvn(x, y)|2 +
vn(x, y)(1" vn(x, y))

$n
dx

(
dy

3 8!c
(

! h(x0)&&&$

h(x0)+$

$
"

! xn

x"
n

"
vn(1" vn)'xvn dx +

! x""
n

xn

"
vn(1" vn)'xvn dx

(
dy

=
8!c
(

! h(x0)&&&$

h(x0)+$

$! vn(x""
n,y)

vn(xn,y)

"
t(1" t) dt +

! vn(x"
n,y)

vn(xn,y)

"
t(1" t) dt

(
dy.
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Since for a.e. y ' (h(x0) + ., h(x0) " - " .) the terms
# vn(x""

n,y)
vn(xn,y)

"
t(1" t) dt and

# vn(x"
n,y)

vn(xn,y)

"
t(1" t) dt converge to

# 1
0

"
t(1" t) dt = (/8 as n%#, we get

lim inf
n(%

L!n(vn, C
&,') 3 2!c(h(x0)" h(x0)" - " 2.),

and sending . to zero,

2!c(h(x0)" h(x0)" -) 1 lim inf
n(%

L!n(vn, C
&,').(6.8)

We are now able to show (6.3). Choose x1, . . . , xN such that h(xk) < h(xk)
and - < mink=1,...,N (h(xk) " h(xk)), and choose ) > 0 such that the sets C&,'

k =

[xk " ), xk + )] ! [h(xk), h(xk) " -] are disjoint and all included in
!

". Choose also
-$ > 0 such that the (disjoint) sets A&" , B&" defined as before do not touch any of the
C&,'

k . From (6.6), (6.7), and (6.8), we get that

lim inf
n(%

L!n(vn) 3 lim inf
n(%

L!n(vn, A
&") + lim inf

n(%
L!n(vn, B

&")

+
N%

k=1

lim inf
n(%

L!n(vn, C
&,'
k )

3 !cH1('" .Q+) + (!c / !s)H1('" .B&")

+ 2!c

N%

k=1

(h(xk)" h(xk)" -).

Sending first -$ to zero, and then -, we get

!cH1('" .Q+) + (!c / !s)H1('") + 2!c

N%

k=1

(h(xk)" h(xk)) 1 lim inf
n(%

L!n(vn).

Since this is true for any {x1, . . . , xN} -{ x ' S1 : h(x) < h(x)}, we deduce (6.3).

6.1.2. Convergence of the sequence (un)n!1. First of all (since (3.4) holds),
we may extract a subsequence (still denoted by (un, vn)) such that

=
vne(un) weakly

converges in L2(Q+;R4) to some function E .
Consider now a Lipschitz subgraph A + ", with A . Q+ ++ ". Since A .Q+

is compact and included in
/

k'2 "
k, there exists k 3 2 such that A . Q+ ++ "k;

in particular, A + "k
n for large n. Since vn > skn > 1/(k + 1) a.e. in "k

n, 1/
=
vn

is uniformly bounded by
=
k + 1 in A, and since it converges to 1 a.e., it follows

that e(un) =
=
vne(un) ! 1/

=
vn / E weakly in L2(A . Q+;R4) as n%#. Using

Korn’s inequality and the fact that e(un) is uniformly bounded in L2(A.Q+;R4), we
deduce (since un"(x, 0) 0 0 on {y = 0}) that (un)n'1 is also compact in L2

loc((
&1(A.

Q+);R2), and since, if u is a limit point of the sequence, we must have u" (x, 0) 0 0
on {y = 0} and e(u) = E , the possible limit point is unique; therefore un converges in
L2(A .Q+;R2).

Since this holds for every Lipschitz subgraph A with A.Q+ ++ ", un converges in
L2
loc((

&1(".Q+);R2) to some function u ' X("), with e(u) = E in the distributional
sense. As E is the weak limit in L2(Q+;R4) of

=
vne(un), (6.4) follows and point (i)

of Theorem 3.1 is proved.
It remains to prove (ii).
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6.2. Proof of point (ii) of Theorem 3.1.

6.2.1. The optimal profile for L!. Consider the following 1-d version of L!:

l!(v, I) = 2!c

)
4$

(2

!

I
|v$(t)|2 dt +

1

$

!

I
v(t)(1" v(t)) dt

*
,(6.9)

defined for an interval I - R and v : I%[0, 1]. Consider also the two problems

min

7
l!(v,R) : v : R%[0, 1], v$ 1 0, lim

&%
v = 1, lim

+%
v = 0

8
(6.10)

and

min

7
l!(v, [0,+#)) : v : [0,+#)%[0, 1], v$ 1 0, v(0) = vs, lim

+%
v = 0

8
.(6.11)

Is is known (and easy to prove) that problem (6.10) is solved by v!(t) = "( t
! ), where

the optimal profile " is

"(t) =

+
-

.

1 if t 1 "1,
1
2 (1" sin #t

2 ) if " 1 1 t 1 1,
0 if t 3 1.

(6.12)

The value of the minimum (6.10) is !c. Similarly, problem (6.11) is solved by the
function ṽ!(t) = "̃( t

! ), where for any t 3 0, "̃(t) = "(t+ts) and ts = 2
#arc sin(1"2vs) '

["1, 1), so that "(ts) = vs. In this case the value of the minimum (6.11) is !c / !s.

6.2.2. Construction of a sequence (v!, u!) for a regular (!, u). We will
first consider the case where '" is regular: We assume that " is the subgraph of a
Lipschitz function h, that '" .Q+ is a finite union of C2 arcs, and that '" \Q+ is
a finite union of segments (ak, bk) ! {0} + S1 ! {0}, k = 1, . . . , N . We also assume
that u ' L%(",R2).

We define the signed distance d! to '" as

d!(*) = dist(*,") " dist(*, Q \ ").

In particular, d!(*) = 0 > * ' '" and d!(x, y) 1 y < 0 if y < 0.
For every $ > 0 (small) and * ' Q we define

v!(*) = "

)
d!(*)

$
+ ts

*
,

so that v! 0 vs on '", and, in particular, v! 3 vs on 'Q+ = S1 ! {0}. Notice that
|&v!(*)| = |"$(d!(*)/$ + ts)&d!(*)/$| = ""$(d!(*)/$ + ts)/$ a.e. in Q, and that
|&v!(*)| = v!(*)(1" v!(*)) = 0 if |d!(*)| > 2$.

If A - Q is open, L!(v!, A) defined by (6.5) is bounded by

L!(v!, A) 1 2!c
$

!

Q+)A

4

(2
"$

9
d!(%)
! + ts

:2
+ "

9
d!(%)
! + ts

:9
1" "

9
d!(%)
! + ts

::
d*

1 4!c
1

4$
|{* ' A : |d!(*)| < 2$}|(6.13)

1 4!cH1('" .A) + c!,
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with c! = c!(A, -) converging to 0 as $%0, since, as '" is closed, the Minkowski
content lim!*0

1
2! |{* ' A : |d!(*)| < $}| is equal to the length H1('" . A). (See, for

instance, [13].)
Now, given - > 0 small, we let '"&+ = {* ' '" .Q+ : dist(*, Q&) > -}, '"&0 =

{* ' '" \Q+ : dist(*, '".Q+) > -}, and A&
+ = {*+ 0&(*) : * ' '"&+,"- < 0 < -},

where &(*) is the normal to '" at * and A&
0 = {* + (0, 0) : * ' '"&0, 0 < 0 < -}.

Notice that A&
+ ,A&

0 + Q+. We let B& = {* ' Q : dist(*, '" \ ('"&+ , '"&0)) < 2-}.
If - is small enough, {* ' Q+ : dist(*, '") < -} + A&

0 ,A&
+ ,B&, and if 2$ <- ,

L!(v!) 1 L!(v!, A
&
0) + L!(v!, A

&
+) + L!(v!, B

&).

The last quantity is

L!(v!, B
&) 1 4!cH1('" .B&) + c!

by (6.13). It is easy to check that

'" .B& + C& = ('" .Q3&) , (('" \Q+) \ '"3&
0 ),

so that the previous inequality yields

L!(v!, B
&) 1 4!cH1(C&) + c!.(6.14)

We estimate the two other integrals:

L!(v!, A
&
0) =

N%

k=1

! bk&&

ak+&

4
2!c
$

! &

0

4

(2
"$

)
0

$
+ ts

*2

+"

4
0

$
+ ts

5)
1" "

)
0

$
+ ts

**
d0

5
dx

=

4
N%

k=1

|bk " ak|" 2N-

5
2!c

! &/!

ts

4

(2
"$(t)2 + "(t)(1" "(t)) dt

1 (!c / !s)
&
H1('" \Q+)" 2N-

'
(6.15)

by definition of ts. On the other hand,

L!(v!, A
&
+)

=

!

"!!
+

dH1(z)

4
2!c
$

! &

&&
J(z, 0)

4

(2
"$

)
0

$
+ ts

*2

+ "

)
0

$
+ ts

*)
1" "

)
0

$
+ ts

**
d0

5

=

!

"!!
+

dH1(z)

)
2!c

! 1

&1
J(z, $(t" ts))

1

2
cos2

)
(t

2

*
dt

*
,

where J(z, 0) is the Jacobian of the transformation * ' A&
+ ?% (z, 0) : z ' '"&+, * =

z + 0&(z), which is well defined if - is small since '" . Q+ is C2. It can be shown
that J is continuous and J(z, 0) 0 1; therefore

lim
!*0

L!(v!, A
&
+) =

!

"!!
+

dH1(z)

)
!c

! 1

&1
cos2

)
(t

2

*
dt

*
= !cH1('"&+).(6.16)
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Equations (6.14), (6.15), and (6.16) yield

lim sup
!*0

L(v!) 1 (!c / !s)
&
H1('" \Q+)" 2N-

'
+ !cH1('"&+) + 4!cH1(C&)

1 L(") " 2N(!c / !s)- + 4!cH1(C&),

so that, sending - to zero,

lim sup
!*0

L(v!) 1 L(").(6.17)

Indeed, .&>0C& =
/N

k=1{ak, bk}, and the latter set has length zero; thus H1(C&)
tends to zero.

We now build the associated functions u!. Let c > 0 be the Lipschitz constant
of h; we assume c 3 1. If * = (x, y) ' Q \ " and *$ = (x$, h(x$)) ' '", then
|h(x) " h(x$)| 1 c|x " x$|, so that y " h(x) 1 c|x " x$| + |h(x$) " y|, and we deduce
that y " h(x) 1 cdist(*,"). Thus, if in addition v!(*) > 0, we have dist(*,") < 2$,
so that y" h(x) < 2c$, and (x, y" 2c$) ' ". We define for all (x, y) ' Q the function
w!(x, y) = 1 / (v!(x, y " 2c$)/vs) ' H1

loc(Q). Now v!(x, y) > 0 implies w!(x, y) = 1
(since (x, y " 2c$) ' " and v! 3 vs in "), and w!(x, y) > 0 implies (x, y " 4c$) ' ".

We can define, for all (x, y) ' Q+,

u!(x, y) =

7
u(x, y " 4c$)w!(x, y) if w!(x, y) > 0 () (x, y " 4c$) ' "),
0 if w!(x, y) = 0.

The function u!(x, y)" (x, 0) is 1-periodic in x and vanishes for y = 0, and u!(x, y) =
u(x, y " 4c$) as soon as v!(x, y) > 0. We have

e(u!)(x, y) =

+
-

.

e(u)(x, y " 4c$)w!(x, y)
+ u(x, y " 4c$)@&w!(x, y)

if w!(x, y) > 0,

0 if w!(x, y) = 0,

where a@b denotes the symmetrized tensor product, and e(u!)(x, y) = e(u)(x, y"4c$)
if v!(x, y) > 0. Thus, for some constant C > 0,
!

Q+

(v!(*) + )!)Ae(u!)(*): e(u!)(*) d*

1 (1 + )!)

!

{v">0}
Ae(u!)(x, y " 4c$): e(u!)(x, y " 4c$) dxdy

+C)!

!

{0<w"<1}
|e(u)(x, y " 4c$)|2 + |u(x, y " 4c$)|2|&we(x, y)|2 dxdy

1 (1 + )!)

!

!
Ae(u)(x, y): e(u)(x, y) dxdy

+C)!

!

{0<v"<vs}
|e(u)(x, y " 2c$)|2 + |u(x, y " 2c$)|2|&v!(x, y)/vs|2 dxdy.

We claim that this last integral goes to zero as $ 4 0, so that

lim sup
!*0

!

Q+

(v!(*) + )!)Ae(u!)(*): e(u!)(*) d* 1
!

!
Ae(u)(*): e(u)(*) d*,

and in view of (6.17), inequality (3.6) holds in this case.
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Clearly, lim!*0 )!
#
{0<v"<vs} |e(u)(x, y " 2c$)|2 dxdy = 0. Then,

)!

!

{0<v"<vs}
|u(x, y " 2c$)|2|&v!(x, y)/vs|2 dxdy

1 AuA2
%

)!
v2
s$

2
A"$A2

%
660* ' Q+ : 0 < v!(*) < vs

166

1
9)!
$

: AuA2
%A"$A2

%
v2
s

1

$

660* ' Q+ : |d!(*)| < 2$
166 = o(1),

since )! = o($) and 1
! |{|d!| < 2$}| tends to 4H1('").

Therefore point (ii) of Theorem 3.1 is proved in the case where '" and u have
some regularity.

6.2.3. Construction of (v!, u!) in the general case. Now, for an arbitrary
" ' G and u in X("), suppose that we are able to build a sequence ("n)n'1 converging
to " and un ' X("n) . L%("n) such that un%u in L2(A;R2) for every A ++ ",
each "n is the subgraph of a Lipschitz function, '"n .Q+ is C2, '"n \Q+ is a finite
union of segments, and such that ("n, un) satisfies

lim sup
n(%

E("n, un) 1 E(", u).

Then a simple diagonalization argument will lead to the result. Indeed, if we consider
(vn,!, un,!)!>0 obtained for each n as described in section 6.2.2, we first build by
induction a sequence $(n) such that for every n, $(n) < min{$(n" 1), 1/n}, and such
that

Aun,! " unAL2({dist(%,Q\!n)>1/n};R2) <
1

n
,

vn,! 0 1 on {* : dist(*, Q \ "n) > 1/n} as soon as $ <$ (n), and

sup
!<!(n)

E!(vn,!, un,!) 1 E(un,"n) +
1

n
.

Then we let u! = un,!, v! = vn,! whenever $(n + 1) 1 $ <$ (n). We have v!%+
!,

lim sup!*0 E(v!, u!) 1 E(u,"), and if A ++ ", for large n we have A + {* ' Q :
dist(*, Q \ "n) > 1/n}, so that for small $,

Au! " uAL2(A;R2) 1 Au! " un(!)AL2(A;R2) + Aun(!) " uAL2(A;R2)

1 1/n($) + Aun(!) " uAL2(A;R2) % 0

as $%0, where n($) is defined by $(n($) + 1) 1 $ <$ (n($)) and goes to +# as $%0.
In order to build the sequence ("n, un), we first assume we can find for every

n an n-Lipschitz function hn 1 h, where h satisfies " = {(x, y) ' Q : y < h(x)}.
This is proved in section 5.2 (hn is given by (5.8)), and it is established that the sets
"$

n = {(x, y) ' Q : y < hn(x)} converge to " and that L("$
n)%L("). Now, if .

is a 1-d smoothing kernel (. ' C%(R),
#
R . = 1, . 3 1, and supp . + ["1/2, 1/2])

and .n(t) = n2.(n2t) for every n 3 1, we let gn = hn 6 .n and "n = {(x, y) '
Q : y < gn(x)}. It is not di#cult to see that "n%", that '"n is smooth (in
fact, C%), and that '"n \ Q+ is a finite union of segments. We also have that
L("n) $ L("$

n)%L("). Moreover, gn is Lipschitz (gn ' C%(S1)), so that "n is
a Lipschitz subgraph. Eventually it is easy to check that gn 1 hn + c/n (where
the constant c =

#
R |t|.(t) dt), so that {(x, y " 2c/n) : (x, y) ' "n} ++ "$

n - ".
Therefore, we can build un ' X("n) . L%("n) as a suitable regularization of the
function u(x, y " 2c/n), which is defined in a neighborhood of "n.
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6.2.4. A remark on the integral of v!. We now know how to build a family
(v!, u!)!>0 for an arbitrary domain " ' G and u ' X("). In order to achieve the
proof of Theorem 3.1 it remains to show that we can also impose that, for every $,#
Q+ v!(*) d* = |"|.

We have that
#
Q+ v!(*) d*%|"| as $ 4 0. Now we let 1! =

#
Q+ v!(*) d*/|"|, which

converges to 1. We define a new family (v$!, u
$
!)!>0 by

v$!(x, y) = v!(x,1!y),

(u$x
! (x, y), u

$y
!(x, y)) = (ux

! (x,1!y),1!u
y
!(x,1!y))

for every (x, y) ' Q+. It is not di#cult to show that this family still satisfies point (ii)
of Theorem 3.1, and that

#
Q+ v$!(*) d* = |"| for every $ > 0.

6.2.5. A link between (i) and (ii) in Theorem 3.1. The (v!, u!)!>0 con-
structed in section 6.2 have the property that the set " would be the set obtained
from any subsequence (v!n)n'1 by the method described in section 6.1. In particular,
we deduce that, for this family (v!, u!),

lim
!*0

E!(v!, u!) = E(", u).(6.18)

Appendix. Functions of bounded variation, Caccioppoli sets. We review
in this appendix some standard definitions and properties of the functions of bounded
variation. For more details, the reader should consult [15, 10, 13, 2].

A.1. Definitions.

A.1.1. Classical and measure theoretical total variation. In the classical
sense, the variation of a real-valued function f : I%R, defined on an interval I - R,
is given by

Var(f, I) = sup

$
m%

i=1

|f(ti)" f(ti&1)| : m ' N, t0, . . . , tm ' I, t0 < t1 < · · · < tm

(
.

(A.1)
The definition for a function f : S1%R is similar. The function f has bounded
variation on I in the classical sense if Var(f, I) < +#.

In the measure theoretical sense, on the other hand, a function f is said to belong
to BV ("), the space of functions of bounded variation on the open domain " - RN ,
N 3 1, if and only if f ' L1(RN ) and its distributional gradient Df is a bounded
vector measure on ". In this case, the total variation of f is the mass |Df |(") of the
measure Df . The definition is similar if " - S1!R, which is usually the case in this
paper.

A.1.2. Sets with finite perimeter. A Caccioppoli set, or set with finite peri-
meter in ", is a set E - " such that the distributional gradient D+

E of its charac-
teristic function is a bounded vector measure on ". (If E is bounded, we thus have
+
E ' BV (").) In this definition, a set E is of course identified with all sets E$ such

that |E$BE| = 0. The perimeter of E in " is the total variation |D+
E |(") < +#.

A.2. Properties of functions with bounded variation.
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A.2.1. Links between both definitions. If I - R (or I - S1) is an open
interval, then

!

I
|f(t)| dt < +# and Var(f, I) < +# ) f ' BV (I).

More precisely, the equivalence class of functions a.e. equal to f is an element of
BV (I).

On the other hand, every f ' BV (I) has a representative g (g = f a.e.) such
that Var(g, I) = |Df |(I) < +#. In fact, one can prove that

|Df |(I) = min {Var(g, I) : g = f a.e.} .

Moreover, each f always has a representative g$ with Var(g$, I) = +#; for in-
stance, the characteristic function of Q belongs to BV (R), but in the BV sense
+

Q = 0, whereas in the classical sense Var(+Q,R) = 22Q = +#.

A.2.2. Continuity properties. If f ' BVloc("), we can define at each point
x ' " the approximate lower limit of f by

f&(x) = sup

$
t ' R : lim sup

$*0

|{f < t} .B(x, .)|
.N

= 0

(

and the approximate upper limit f+(x) in the same way (f+(x) = "("f)&(x)). If
f+(x) = f&(x) 5= ±# (this is true almost everywhere in "), we set f̃(x) = f+(x) =
f&(x) and say that the precise representative f̃ is approximately continuous at x.

If N = 1, " = I - R (or I - S1), and f ' BV (I) for any g representative of f ,
we have

Var(g, I) = |Df |(I) > g(x) ' [f&(x), f+(x)] for every x ' I.

Moreover, in the 1-d case, f also has an approximate left limit at each point

f(x" 0) = sup

$
t ' R : lim sup

$*0

|{f < t} . (x" ., x)|
.

= 0

(

= inf

$
t ' R : lim sup

$*0

|{f > t} . (x" ., x)|
.

= 0

(

and a right limit f(x + 0) similarly defined. For every x ' I, {f(x" 0), f(x + 0)} =
{f&(x), f+(x)}. Notice that if I = (a, b), then up to a constant f(x"0) = |Df |((a, x))
and f(x+0) = |Df |((a, x]). In particular, f(x±0) is continuous at each point of I\Sf ,
where Sf = {f(x" 0) 5= f(x+ 0)} = {f&(x) < f+(x)} is the (at most countable) set
of essential discontinuities of f . The representative f& of f is l.s.c.; it is the largest
l.s.c. representative of f . Similarly, f+ is the lowest u.s.c. representative of f .

If g is a representative of f ' BV (I) such that Var(g, I) < +#, at each x0 ' I
the (classical) left and right limits exist and we have

lim
x(x0

x < x0

g(x) = g(x0 " 0) = f(x0 " 0) and

lim
x(x0

x > x0

g(x) = g(x0 + 0) = f(x0 + 0).
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A.2.3. Sets and subgraphs. In the case where f = +
E , we let E0 = {f̃ = 0},

E1 = {f̃ = 1}, and define a reduced boundary by '!E = " \ (E0 , E1). It is known
that the measure D+

E is supported by the set '!E, and that |D+
E | = HN&1 '!E;

thus |D+
E |(") = HN&1('!E) is the perimeter of E.

If I - R (or I - S1), let f ' BV (I). Then the set E = {(x, y) ' I ! R :
y < f(x)} + I ! R has a finite perimeter. This can been shown, for instance, by
approximating f by a sequence of regular functions fn such that

#
I |f

$
n(t)|dt%|Df |(I),

and invoking the lower semicontinuity of the total variation. We get

|D+
E |(") 1 lim inf

n(%

66D+{y<fn(x)}
66(") = lim inf

n(%

!

I

"
1 + |f $

n(t)|2 dt 1 |I| + |Df |(I).

In fact, one can show that |Dx+E |(I) = |Df |(I) and |Dy+E |(I) = |I|, so the fact that
the subgraph E has a finite perimeter yields that f ' BV (I), and

|Df |(I) 1 H1('!E) 1 |I| + |Df |(I).(A.2)

We define the open sets A = {y < f&(x)} and B = {y > f+(x)}. It is not hard

to see that A = Bc (and, equivalently, B = Ac), so that
!

A = B
c

= (Ac)c = A and
'A = 'A. We can check easily from the definitions that A + E1 and B + E0, and
in particular, '!E - 'A = 'B = {(x, y) ' I ! R : f&(x) 1 y 1 f+(x)}. This last
set can be shown to have finite length; in fact, H1('A) = H1('!E). In particular,
A = Bc = E Lebesgue-essentially, and 'A = '!E H1-essentially.

One last result we want to state is a “classical” equivalent of (A.2). We claim that,
if g is an l.s.c. function and if we consider the open set " = {(x, y) ' I!R : y < g(x)},
then

1

2
Var(g, I) 1 H1('") 1 |I| + Var(g, I).(A.3)

Indeed, if we consider m ' N and t0, . . . , tm ' I, t0 < t1 < · · · < tm, then
|g(ti)"g(ti&1)| 1

"
|ti " ti&1|2 + |g(ti)" g(ti&1)|2, which is the length of the segment

joining (ti&1, g(ti&1)) to (ti, g(ti)). But '" . ([ti&1, ti] !R) contains at least a path
connecting these two points; therefore this length is smaller than H1('". ([ti&1, ti]!
R)). Summing over i, we get

m%

i=1

|g(ti)" g(ti&1)| 1
m%

i=1

H1('" . ([ti&1, ti]!R)) 1 2H1('");

thus the left-hand inequality in (A.3) holds.
To show the other inequality, we refer the reader to the techniques used in sec-

tion 5. Basically, one considers g such that
!

" = {(x, y) ' I ! R, y < g(x)}. One
then can split H1('") = H1('") + H1('" \ '"). We get H1('") 1 |I| + |Dg|(I) =
|I| + Var(g, I) by (A.3), and we then show that '" \ '" =

/
{g<g}{x}! [g(x), g(x)).

We deduce that 2H1('"\'") = 2
;

{g<g}(g(x)"g(x)) = Var(g, I)"Var(g, I); hence
the result.

A.2.4. Coarea formula. We eventually state the coarea formula: For every
f ' BV (") (" - RN , or, as is common in this paper, " - S1 !R),

|Df |(") =

! +%

&%

66D+{f>t}
66(") dt.(A.4)
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